Report on Have Your Say Day
25th February 2012
Consultation findings on the ideas for the redevelopment of
land between the A6 and River Derwent, Belper
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Planning With People
Executive Summary
On 25th February 2012 at the Masonic Rooms in Belper, 4001 local people attended, voted
and commented on the ideas presented in the Issues and Options Report for the land
known locally as Meadows Edge.
There was a lot of support (80% or more) for
1. improving pedestrian links to the Meadows area from the Mills
2. enhancing generally the pedestrian experience on Bridge Street
3. enhancing the pedestrian linkages with King Street, the Mills and the Meadows
4. creating/improving the links to the Mills, Wyver Lane etc.
5. maintaining the open space in the Meadows
6. small start-up units and workshops
7. cafes, restaurants, and other tourist facilities
8. reuse of Focus for DIY type shopping
9. keep retail focus in the Morrison’s/Focus part of the site.
10. allocating the land off Field Lane for retail and using the land off Derwent Street for a
new leisure centre
11. providing better leisure facilities generally
12. a new library and redeveloping the old library site
13. an arrival and dropping off point for visitors (but not a coach park)
14. a theatre in Thornton’s building
15. create a town park
16. extend the recreational area around the Meadows Sports Club
17. the use of the design framework established in the character appraisal as the basis
for assessing suitable development proposals.
Views were more divided in the following areas:
Housing - 84% of people voted against this proposal (although later comments suggest this
is more to do with a fear that more flats might be built, rather than people being against
housing development per sey). 66% of people did want affordable housing. The design (not
flats) and type of housing are crucial if they are to be acceptable to the community.
Retail - aside from the continuous thread of disquiet about a large Tesco proposal 40% of
people did consider some retail to be acceptable but only 16% of respondents supported
the 1,200 sq m suggested. There was much more support for reusing the Focus store for
bulky goods and several people commented on the lack of a good DIY store in Belper. Local
people believe that this is what Belper is missing and there were many comments that a
large supermarket was not needed.
Traffic – there were different opinions on how ‘bad’ the traffic is on Bridge Street and
neither traffic lights nor a one way system were seen as a solution. 62% of people did want
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347 people signed in but some people didn’t, 400 is an approximation
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a new/improved access from Brettles to Derwent Street, but only 26% wanted any sort of
access road through the site (see page 14 for suggested explanation for this view.)
Thornton’s, re use or redevelop – local people are divided on the value of this as a local
historic building; re use or redevelopment would be an option.
Vehicular access to the Meadows – 74% of people are opposed to the idea of improving
vehicle access to the recreational area of the site.

Introduction
Amber Valley Borough Council (AVBC) appointed 3 associate consultants from East Midlands
Councils to prepare a Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) for the land between the A6
and the River Derwent in Belper (known locally as Meadow’s Edge). The Have Your Say Day
was part of a consultation strategy that had already involved local residents, businesses and
community groups in two previous workshops (for which reports are available). The first
workshop had launched the Fresh Approach and sought practical ideas and proposals from
the local groups represented about how the site could be appropriately developed. The
second workshop was a Character Appraisal led by a Design Enabler from OPUN and
attended by English Heritage as well as the same local representatives. Together, these
workshops had formed the basis upon which the Issues and Options document was
produced. The Have Your Say Day was the intended to:
1. formally launch the consultation on the Issues and Options document
2. provide an opportunity for anyone who had an interest in the site to have a look at
the key issues identified and to express an opinion on the proposals suggested for its
redevelopment.
A lot of work had already been undertaken to prepare an SPD for this site and the local
community had become very involved both in commenting on drafts of this previous work
and in suggesting their own proposals for the site. There had also been a lot of support
from local groups in the preparation of the Issues and Options Report. The active
promotion of the Have Your Say Day by Belper Civic Forum and BATS members was crucial
in attracting the 400 people who attended. This was the main community wide consultation
event before the formal consultation stage of the SPD; the participation of such a large
number of local people enabled a lot of local input into the ideas for the development of the
site at this early stage.
The event was held at the Masonic Rooms on Campbell Street in Belper. The session ran
from 10.00am until 3.00pm. Hot drinks, juice and biscuits were available for everyone who
participated. The organisation and format for the session was planned by Helen Metcalfe.
On the day Helen and Steve Williams were on hand to discuss the proposals with
participants.
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People were asked to put a cross on a flipchart sheet as they entered to denote their age
(under 20, 21-65 and over 65), their gender and if they lived in or near Belper. 347 people
signed in although it is estimated that approximately 400 people attended (due to the large
number of people not everyone did sign in). Of those who did sign in 174 were men and
173 were women. The majority of participants were between 21 and 65. Of those who
signed in 17 girls were under 20 and 7 boys were under 20. To get better representation
from younger people questions have been sent out to the manager of the Drop Inn Youth
Centre and their responses will also be taken into consideration in the preparation of the
draft SPD. However, those responses are not available in this report.
Fig 1: Male attendees by age2
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Approx. 6% of participants did not sign in
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Fig 2: Female attendees by age
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Format for the Have Your Say Day
The Issues and Options Report identified options and proposals for the development of the
land between the A6 and the River Derwent in Belper. The Have Your Say Day took these
options (calling them development ideas) and associated proposals and asked people to
vote on them (green = agree and red = disagree.) The numbers of people attending meant
that we ran out of green sticky spots by 2pm (a nice problem to have) and for the last hour
people used other colours for agree; red still meant disagree. This simple exercise enabled
a large number of people who may not necessarily get involved in more formal consultation
processes to drop in and express their opinion. For those who wanted to spend longer
thinking about their responses copies of the Issues and Options Report and Character
Appraisal Study were available to look at and/or take away. Tables, chairs and refreshments
were available so people could spend as long as they wished reading the documents and
considering their responses.
People were also encouraged to comment on what choices could be made in how the site
was redeveloped. Post it notes and flip chart paper was available for people to add any
other comments they wished to make, had options been missed, what about design etc.?
This combination of closed ‘agree’ or ‘disagree’ type questioning with the sticky spots and
the very open ‘what do you think?’ questions with post it notes and flipchart paper enabled
everyone to participate in the way which suited them. People who attended with young
children, for example, did not have the time to linger but were still able to express their
opinion by voting. Also, many people had not planned to attend but had been drawn in by
the Civic Forum members handing out flyers on King Street, so they did not have a long time
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to spend but they did want to comment. The turnout is testament to the keen interest local
people have in what happens to this site.
The development ideas (options in the Issues and Options Report) and proposals that
people were asked to vote on (agree or disagree) are shown over leaf. The ‘retail’ heading
was pulled out separately to enable people to comment in more detail on this objective (in
the Issues and Options Report it is under Regeneration with other types of proposed
development).
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How people voted on the proposals relating to the World Heritage Site
Only 14% of the comments disagreed with any of these proposals (76 reds out of 534).
Where people disagreed, 54% of these related solely to the proposals to retain and reuse
the Thornton’s building. The proposals regarding energy regeneration and a new way of life
were met with scepticism by a few respondents (they were not sure what this really meant)
and therefore disagreed with the proposal. However this still represented only 14% of the
respondents. There was also some uncertainty about what a ‘heritage hub’ really meant and
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some people still felt that references to ‘improving links’ might really mean a ‘relief road’ so
they voted against it. The photos showing how people voted against these objectives and
proposals are at Appendix 1.

Key findings
The votes can be summed up in the bar chart below, where each proposal relating to the
World Heritage Site is referred to by the following numbers
Proposal
Manufacturing relating to renewable energy
Heritage hub
Create/improve links to the Mills, Wyver Lane, River Gardens etc.
Maintain open space at the Meadows

Number
1
2
3
4

Retain/reuse Thornton’s

5

Softer edge linking the town and the Meadows, open up views of the River

6

Fig 3: Votes on the World Heritage Site proposals as %
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How people voted on the Retail proposals
These development ideas and proposals generated clear and sometimes divergent views.
Only 40% of comments agreed with the idea to support development of up to 1,200 sq.m.
of non-food shopping3. However, 90% of comments endorsed the idea that the design

3

As recommended in the Roger Tym Retail Study November 2011
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framework4 (set out in more detail in the Issues and Options Report) should be used to
determine the appropriate size and scale of retail units. 90% of comments (125 out of 139)
agreed with a planning policy to support the provision of cafes, restaurants and other
facilities for tourists in the SPD area.
In terms of specific retail proposals, 10 people were unclear as to why an upper size limit
couldn’t be set and/or did not feel this proposal was specific enough for them to vote on.
However, 51% (26 comments) agreed with the proposal. Proposals that encourage more
clothing provision were supported by 57% of the comments and 78% of comments
supported proposals that would create more cafes and restaurants. However, only 16% of
comments agreed with the proposals to allow for up to 1,200 sq. m. of non-food shopping.
Most people (93%) wanted the Focus store kept for the retail of bulky goods but 88% of
comments also supported the proposal to allocate the Focus store for redevelopment. 83%
of comments agreed with the proposal to restrict retail to the Morrison’s and Focus end of
the site. Only 33% of comments agreed with the proposal to extend retail development as
far as Thornton’s, however, 97% of the comments (116 votes) agreed that retail
development should link and integrate with King Street.

4

Taken from the Character Appraisal Report January 2012
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Key findings
The votes can be summed up in the bar chart below, where each proposal is referred to by
the following numbers.
Proposal
provision for up to 1,200 sq. m floor space for comparison goods shops
encourage / facilitates take-up by clothing retailers.
development of cafes and restaurants
keep former focus site as retail area for bulky goods

Number
1
2
3
4

‘Focus’ site for redevelopment

5

restrict retail to Morrison’s end of site

6

additional retail on land up to and including Thornton’s

7

integrate with existing retail in King Street and Market Place

8

Design Framework to determine size and scale of retail units

9

Fig 4: Votes on Retail proposals as %
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How people voted on the Regeneration proposals
People were in favour of the proposals that related to the creation of small scale work units
97% of comments were in favour although only 50% supported the idea if the provision of
business units generally; clearly size matters and there is much more support for a proposal
that would support the provision of small scale rather than just general business use. The
proposal to reuse the Thornton’s building for small business units got 100% support.
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Only 16% of the comments agreed with the idea of providing new housing and on the more
detailed proposals only 9% of comments supported the idea of housing anywhere. This
seemed to relate to negative feelings about recent housing development (in particular some
flats) that have recently been built in Belper rather than people being against housing
development per sey. Indeed, 66% of comments supported the provision of affordable
housing. Nevertheless this strong negative opinion about the provision of some housing on
the site suggests that additional effort should be made to clarify the extent, nature and
design of any housing that might be proposed. This will be picked up a developed further at
the final consultation workshop on 25th April.
65% of the comments supported the idea of open space and public squares although there
was some scepticism about how well they would be maintained based on experience in
Belper’s Market Square.
Not surprisingly, 85% of comments agreed with ideas that would develop new leisure
facilities. 95% of comments supported providing a new library (although some people
thought that the existing one was underused). 93% of comments supported the idea that
there could be change in the area around the library. Proposals for new tourist facilities got
100% support. However, although 80% of comments supported the provision of a dropping
off point for visitors only 35% of comments supported the idea of providing more car
parking suggesting that this proposal requires a lot more consideration.
100% of the comments disagreed with the proposals to allocate three blocks of land for
development. This is probably due to the distrust the community feel about what this
‘development’ might be. This policy needs to be much more specific. Equally there was
unanimous agreement that the Courtaulds factory should not be relocated. This reflects
comments made that Courtaulds is the only large manufacturer in Belper and should be
encourage to stay.
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Key Findings
The votes can be summed up in the bar chart below, where each proposal is referred by the
following numbers.
Proposal
New units for businesses
Small scale workshops / shops, similar to those existing on
Bridge Street
Housing on the site to the north
Housing along the western edge of the development site

Number
1
2

Any housing should include 20-30% affordable

5

Open space and public squares mixed with the development of
business and shopping space

6

New leisure facilities

7

A theatre in the former Thornton’s building

8

A new library

9

Allocate the area around the library as a location with the potential
for change

10

An arrival or dropping off point for visitors

11

New car parking

12

3
4

Fig 5: Votes on Regeneration Proposals as %
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How people voted on the Traffic & Movement proposals
There was 100% agreement on the need to improve footpath access from the Mills to the
Meadows area (66 comments) and this tallied with complete agreement with the proposals
to create a shoppers’ pedestrian route and a visitors’ pedestrian route between the existing
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shopping places, the Mills and the Meadows. There was 85% agreement on the need to
improve the pedestrian environment on Bridge Street but allowing congestion to encourage
drivers to seek alternative routes.
On all matters relating to road improvements there was much less agreement with the
proposals. 62% of comments supported the proposal to provide a new access road from
Brettles to Derwent Street but only 26% of comments supported the proposal to provide a
relief or access road to the ER1C site (even a pedestrian friendly one with public squares and
on street parking). People still assume that this means the relief road as in earlier drafts of
the SPD and opposed this proposal on that basis. Even the proposals to improve Bridge
Street with traffic lights or a one way system were not supported (only 7% liked the traffic
lights idea and 17% the one way system.) 80% of comments agreed with the Boulevard
ideas but only 35% supported the provision of new car parks to link the proposed and
existing together. Only 42% like the idea to improve Morrison’s roundabout and 63%
supported the idea of a transport interchange.
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Key Findings
The votes can be summed up in the bar chart below, where each proposal is referred by the
following numbers.
Proposal
New access road from Brettles/Morrison’s
New pedestrian links for shoppers and tourists from Bridge
Street and Mills to the Meadows area
Improve pedestrian environment on Bridge Street
Relief road or access road to ER1C site

Number
1
2

Traffic Lights on Bridge Street

5

One way system on parts of Bridge Street

6

Boulevard along the western edge

7

Improvements to Morrison’s roundabout

8

A new transport interchange

9

3
4

Fig 6: Votes on the Traffic and Movement proposals as %
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How people voted on the Recreation proposals
95% of comments supported the proposal to allocate the Field Lane site for retail and to
provide to a new leisure centre off Derwent Street. Everyone supported the proposals to
make better use of the Meadows for informal recreation, improving the Strutts carriageway
and enhancing the river corridor for formal recreation. 94% of comments supported the
creation of a town park next to the river (although some people were concerned about the
impact on wildlife and the loss of the wildness of the area.) 60% liked the proposals for
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water sports on the river (there was concern about the impact on the wildlife) whilst 97% of
comments agreed with proposals to extend the recreational area around the Meadows
Sports Club. However, only 26% of comments agreed that there should be vehicular access
to the recreational area.

Key Findings
The votes can be summed up in the bar chart below, where each proposal is referred by the
following numbers.
Proposal
Allocate the leisure development site off Field Lane for retail
and provide new leisure centre off Derwent Street
Make better use of the Meadows including the river corridor
for informal recreation & improving Strutts carriageway.
Create a town park
Water sports on the river
Extend the recreational area around the Meadows Sports Club

Number
1

Vehicle access to the recreational area

6

2
3
4
5

Fig 7: Votes on the Recreation proposals as %
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How people voted on the design proposals
A Character Appraisal had already been undertaken collaboratively with the community in a
previous workshop. The design framework proposed in the Character Appraisal was
embedded in the Issues and Options Report. It was important to test these ideas with local
people. The design questions asked if they agreed or disagreed with the overarching design
principles as set out in the Character Appraisal.
There was more than 95% support for all the design ideas that would set the design
framework for the SPD with the exception of the design requirement that new development
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should create a sense of enclosed space where 95% of comments disagreed with this
statement. This suggests that, as with the question of housing, additional work is required
with the community to explain more fully what the purpose and extent of this policy would
be. This will be picked up a developed further at the final consultation workshop on 25 th
April.

Choices
To ensure people were given the opportunity to develop their comments additional open
questions were asked that required more lengthy answers. These questions were presented
in the form of choices as people need to understand that in deciding the most appropriate
mix of development on this site choices had to be made about how much investment is
required and how that could be funded through the redevelopment of the site . The
questions and the responses are recorded below.
How much new development should take place in the area between the Meadows and
Bridge Street?
There was no clear consensus on this, a few people wanted no development but most
people accepted that a mix of retail, housing and business was important. Several people
wanted existing buildings like Thornton’s and the Mills reused, before new development
was considered. Others were more concerned to say that development of any kind must
not damage the character of Belper, its scale and heritage being vital to Belper’s identity.
Whatever development was proposed lots of people wanted the views of the Chevin and
the natural environment along the river corridor protected.
How much of the new development should be for retail? How much for business, housing,
leisure and tourism?
There were many general comments about the importance of getting the right mix (ie the
right sort of housing, business premises and a small amount of retail to enhance the existing
offer in Belper). Three people committed to a % split as follows: leisure 60% business 30%
retail 10%; tourism, leisure and business 30%, housing 50%, retail 20%; retail 40%, business
30% leisure 30%.
There were many comments about the importance of establishing provision for SMEs (one
comment was from owner of a small manufacturing company who said he had had to move
his business to Mansfield as there were no suitable premises in Belper.) Many comments
relate d to the loss of employment in the town and the urgent need to make provision for
local employment again.
Despite the negative views on whether the site should have housing in the voting section
when given the opportunity to expand their comments people said they wanted small scale,
low rise housing (not high rise flats). Some people wanted affordable housing (pointing out
it is a level site so would be good for older or disabled people). Others noted that its
location near the town centre means it would be a good area for housing for young people.
Some people acknowledged that some sympathetic housing development was necessary to
pay for other development and that houses would be very sustainable within walking
distance of Belper Town Centre.
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Under this section people also suggested new development that they wanted included in
the SPD area i.e. community allotments, a community farm. Several people (7) wanted the
old Focus building re using for a DIY store. Other retailers were suggested, Marks and
Spencer’s, PC World, Argos etc. Suggestions for development were moderated with the
comments that this was development that wouldn’t prejudice the existing retail and/or in
buildings that would not harm the appearance of Belper. A number of people were
concerned that the potential tourism opportunities could be ruined by the wrong sort of
development (use and design) on this site. Several comments said that the ‘soul of Belper
was on King Street’ and this should be protected.
35 people explicitly recorded that they did not want a large supermarket on the site (most
named Tesco in the comments) fearing this would severely damage the existing shops on
King Street and the setting of the town in the river valley.
4 people did record that they wanted a Tesco.
How can conditions be improved for pedestrians and other road users in Bridge Street?
There were some divergent views on this question. 4 of the 10 people who commented
disagreed that there was a problem at all with Bridge Street, if anything the issue was with
loading and unloading and poor parking, factors that could be overcome with traffic
restrictions. So this presumption that local people need the problems of Bridge Street
addressing needs further investigation.
A popular suggestion was to ban or divert lorries with signage via the A38. Others were
keen on the idea to make Bridge Street one way (see also responses to later question on
new roads). Some people were concerned to keep Bridge Street as a through road (with
speed restrictions) to encourage through trade. Some people wanted to make pedestrian
links to connect existing Belper with future development on the site.
What changes would you like to see in the vicinity of Morrison’s, Focus and Brettles?
The re use of Focus as a DIY store was a popular idea, although people hated its appearance
and wanted a new façade more in keeping with a World Heritage Site. There was one idea
for a ‘Brettles Square ‘a new public space’ which would complement the Orangery and
would replace Focus. Others preferred the Focus site redeveloped into cafes, leisure,
recreation or educational use.
Should there be a new road link from the Morrison’s area through to Derwent Street?
12 people commented on this 9 of whom said ‘no’ to a link road. 2 people said ‘yes’ but not
a through road but an access road to serve the new site with an exit at Morrison’s
roundabout. One person wanted a relief road.
Should the Thornton’s building be retained and re-used or the site completely
redeveloped?
Local opinion is divided on the value of retaining this building. The dilemma reflected in the
comments was that the building does have some local value but if it would cost so much to
retain it that it stops the site being reused then it should be demolished. However, people
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did have ideas for its reuse including a brewery, a tourist centre, a place for arts and other
creative uses, or a unit for business start-ups.
What changes would you like to see in the vicinity of the Unity Mill?
People suggested a square with cafes and small shops (development in local materials) to
set off the historic building and attract tourists. Several people wanted better access to
Belper Meadows Sports Club one person wanted a swimming pool to enhance leisure
provision here (the lack of a swimming pool compared to Alfreton and Ripley was noted by
several people).
What new roads would be needed to serve the land and proposed development north of
Derwent Street? What pedestrian links should be provided?
A few people didn’t want any new roads because they encourage more traffic. Several
people made the point that an access road should be pedestrian friendly, others thought
the focus should be on pedestrianisation and improved car parking rather than any
significant new roads. Some people questioned the need for new roads to small new
development apart from roads that were service roads (rather than through roads.) opinion
is divided on the extent to which the traffic on Bridge Street is a problem that needs solving
by making it one way (and constructing a relief road) so some people did want a one way
system and a bypass around Belper. There was concern from some that there would be no
benefit of having a new road if the development itself strips Belper of its beauty.
Would you support the construction of one or more new road links from the development
area north of Derwent Street through to Bridge Street?
A large majority of people did not support this idea. There was concern about what
buildings would need to be knocked down to accommodate a road and the potential to
create additional congestion; others said the A6 was not the problem it was the road links
across Belper and a plan needed to consider how to link traffic from the housing estates to
the A6. Some felt a new road would simply move the traffic problems a ‘few yards west’
(although this comments seems to relate to the idea of a relief road running to the west of
the site rather than connecting roads). 2 people supported the idea of a new road if it
would improve congestion on the A6. Most people seemed to view this question in the
context of the proposed provision of a relief road rather than connecting roads running
directly off Bridge Street.
What changes should be made to the area around the library?
Nobody was against the idea of relocating the library some saw it as an opportunity to
create a more extensive facility that could include other community uses; several said it was
not fit for purpose with access for pushchairs/disabled difficult. Some suggested selling the
land for housing or offices and relocating the library in a more central location. However,
the value of the community hall as a venue was mentioned several times and this function
must not be lost in any redevelopment. One attendee advised that £1,000,000 was set aside
for a joint development of a library and community education centre which Belper needs.
Should a new road access be provided to the Meadows sports facilities?
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One third of people did not want to improve access to the sports facilities but the majority
said the present access was dangerous and that the facilities were an asset and the access
should be improved.
Would you like to see a new riverside country park provided? If so, what should it
contain?
Opinion was divided on whether the area should be left as ‘natural’ as possible or developed
in some way. However, the majority (60%) of the comments did want some improvements
made. Several people noted that there was not much for children to do in Belper (people
had to go to Carsington, Markeaton Park or Matlock) the meadows area was seen as a great
for bike trails and pushchair walks and disabled access (and therefore a great potential
tourist area). Most people wanted better access to the riverside walks with play facilities for
all ages including skate boarding, a café and toilets. Some people also wanted the bridge
reopened to enable access to the Chevin. Other ideas were a community farm, non-power
water sports, community allotments and limited light aircraft use.
What do you think would be the main benefits for Belper from allowing new development
between the Meadows and Bridge Street?
The main benefits were the redevelopment of a derelict site but people did emphasise if the
site is used for employment (primarily) with some housing and enhances the tourist
potential/heritage Belper has. Also this provides an opportunity to maximise the river
location by making the new development face the river, improving access to the river valley
for leisure uses and improving the library and sports facilities.

Flipchart Sheet Comments
To ensure that nothing was off the remit for comment flip chart paper was left at the end of
the questions for any further comments. This generated more detailed points mostly
embellishing what was said in other parts of the consultation. However, it also gave people
the opportunity to debate the ‘elephant in the room’ which was the Tesco application. The
previous Tesco proposals that they had consulted the community on were evidently in most
people’s minds when answering these planning policy questions. For example the question
in the choices section about having a new road prompted the vast majority of people to
comment on the idea of a relief road. So, although it was not appropriate to ask directly
whether people wanted a large retail development like the Tesco scheme this report must
reflect the comments made on the day.
Most people though not all who attended the Have Your Say Day session were strongly
opposed to the scale of the Tesco scheme. The comments on the flipchart which have not
been captured in the earlier questions are summarised below.
There was one comment in support of a Tesco. Other comments were very negative about
Tesco because:
1. they feared the impact on the existing shops
2. the scale of the proposed scheme was not in keeping with the rest of Belper
3. the new development would blight Belper and would diminish the town’s chances to
promote itself as a tourist destination
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4. the scale and design of the building on this sensitive site would harm the heritage of
Belper
One person said that people should have been asked what their vision was for the site
rather than having a series of random questions. However, others commented both
verbally and on the comments sheets that this was ‘democracy in action’.

Concluding Remarks
The spectre of the previous Tesco pre application consultation on earlier proposals still
greatly concerns this community and this coloured their responses to these questions on
the approach the Supplementary Document should take in providing more detail on the
ER1C policy in Amber Valley’s Local Plan.
However, there is a desire to see the site redeveloped; people remember it as an important
employment site and they want workshops and small business units provided to create local
jobs. Poor housing design and configuration in other parts of Belper have made people
resistant to further housing on the site but good design and appropriate schemes including
affordable housing would be supported.
Local people recognise that the recreational area of the site is not being utilised to its full
potential and they want to encourage an appropriate expansion of leisure uses along the
river. Local people also support the connection of pedestrian linkages between the site and
the tourist and shopping areas of the town.
The scale and design of any new development is crucial to the people of Belper and many of
them feel stewards of this town and this World Heritage Site. Getting the right balance to
secure economic development whilst protecting and enhancing the setting of the town and
supporting its existing vitality and viability is crucial if it is to be embraced by this
community.
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Appendix 1
Photos of the Day
Signing in sheet

What people did …
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What people said…
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